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INTRODUCTION 

Uie can readily define n~icropaleontology. TTith some discussion we can 
outline its purpose. After minor compromises we may even reach general 
agreement on its scope. But  teaching i t  is far more difficult and formidable 
(Fig.  1 ) .  SVhen all is said and done, no hard and fast method is likely to 
result. For  micropaleontology itself is to a degree organic, growing and 
evolving. 

DEFIKITIOX 

T h e  simplest definition of n~icropaleontology is , ' the study of microfossils" 
(Fig. 2 ) .  Even though it has brevity in i ts  favor. such a definition is not 
very revealing. TSTe should watch out for cryptic espressions: they tend to 
delude us with their simplicitj-. I n  this case, we must decide how to study and 
what microfossils. 
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Scope I 
FIG. 1. Definition, scope, and purpose FIG. 2 .  The simple deiinition o i  micro- 

arc parts of micropaleontologq. and teach- paleontology is too simple, with more of 
ing must involve them all. trickery than of revelation. 

At  the start ~ i - e  should admit, however embarrassing, that  n~icropaleontology 
came into being by  default (Fig. 3 )  K h e n  paleobota~lists and paleozoologists 
had sifted through the sany~les  with hand lenses, whatever was too small for  
their proper scrutiny mas given over to specialists with microscopes. 
Practically mithin our lifetime, these unwanted waifs of the fossil realm have 
been molded into a subject of university curricula and, some would like to 
think, the basis for a branch of science. 

PURPOSE 

T h e  purpose of micropaleontology is to understand micro-organisms that  
lived in the past (Fig. 4 ) .  K o t  only are we concerned with identifying the 
fossils, but  with learning how they once carried out vital functions and v h y  
they are found in certain associations. I find no objection to paleoecology 
a s  a specialized subject, as  long as  i t  is not forbidden in the investigation of 
microfossils. IVhatever the organization and content of the course, the 
~nicrofossil must be regarded as  a once living animal, a member of a popu- 
lation, a creature that  filled a place in a community a t  a particular time. 

FIG. 3 ,  bficropaleontology is born irom tiny discards. 



FIG. 4. E\.ery microicssil w a s  once a living animal, which filled a place in  a 
community a t  a particular time. 

SCOPE 

The  scope of the subject is techniclues, terminology, taxonomy and inter- 
pretation as  applied to fossil foraminifers, ostracods, conodonts, and scoleco- 
donts (Fig.  5 ) .  T o  these could be added chitinozoans, tintinnicls, racliolarians, 
thecamobids, hystrichospheres, coccoliths, bryozoa, and nannofossils. Even 
otoliths and skeletal elements of sponges, octocorals, and echinoderms have 
been included in the realm of micro pale onto log^^. 

TECHSIQUES 

Whatever your viewpoint on micropaleontology. you must s tar t  the course 
sonzemhere. You may begin with reading or with looking, with the written 
words or with microfossils (Fig. 6 ) .  I prefer the latter because T believe 
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Genus leve l  1 {[I I, ,T-7T7 )> 

Species leve l  

Microfossil l eve l  

FI'. 7 .  To get from the reality a t  the specimen level to the concept a t  the species level, 
one must pass through the observer level, which is non-standard and unpredictable; the 
genus l a e l  is one more ilight up from reality. 

that  in all the field of micropaleontology, only the specimen is real. I call 
i t  a deep conviction; my colleagues may  call i t  stubborn tenacity. Never- 
theless, the totally objective and complete description of a species has yet to  
be written. We jest about the brevity and  inadequacy of micropaleontological 
work done a century ago: how think you that  our writings will fare in  2070) 
Our science is gro~ving in many dimensions, and 1 have faith that  whatever 
we see, whatever we say, and whatever we do with microfossils will some- 
clay be much improved. Such improvement will come not from the library 
bu t  from the laboratory, by new techniques for restudy and re-interpretation 
of specimens, T h e  "species" as  we know it in literature is only a concept, the 
family is only a n  idea based on several concepts, and the higher the taxonomic 
unit the farther from the reality, which is  the microfossil (Fig. 7 ) .  To  get 
from the microfossil to the "species" as we  encounter i t  in literature, to get 
from the tangible to the concept, one must penetrate the observer level. 
Logically, therefore, we should s tar t  a s tudy of micropaleontologg7 with ob- 
serving the specimen, rather than m-hat someone once said he observed. The 
observation is the lasting foundation on which all else will be built. However. 
observing microfossils is not the same as  observing macrofossils. 

Techniques are essential. If no special procedures were involved. there 



~ ~ o u l d  I)e no n?icropaleontoloq The proper use of the n~icroscope is not 
enough. The  student should be convinced very quickly that  niicrofossilc 
do not arrive on 1" ,: 3" labeled slides (Fip.  8). H e  is entitled to the es- 

FIG. 8. Some people still believe microiossils come on 
labeled slides: this must  be attributed to  poor teachinz. 

perience of washing his oiv11 sample, picking out  his own specimens, and 
mounting them for study. If possible, he should try his hand a t  photog- 
raphy and canlera lucida s1;etches. Some fascinating work can also be 
initiated with vibrotool, airdent, serial surfaces, thin sections, ultrasonic 
vibrator, and acid etching. 

I n  the near future! leading departments will probably add electron- 



FIG. 11. .A pleasant hour  in the Garden 
FIG. 10. Ever!. little microlossil has a of Terms-digging the  bountiful Latin and 

language all its o\vn. Greek roots. 

scannillg to the available techniques. Computers are in operation a t  many 
places to handle masses of data. Electron microscopes a re  j~ielding ~nagnifica- 
tions we never dreamed were possible, and showing marvelous ultrastructures 
in  the preserved remains of the little creatures (Fig. 9 ) .  

A generation ago, back before the turn of the half-century, magnifications 
of 2 5  or 3 0  times were considered adequate for nearly all micropaleontological 
work. The  author who could produce a photograph reasonablj~ in focus a t  
such magnifications had honor, respect, and a very promising future. At that  
time, illustratioils submitted for publication a t  100 times were likely to be 
returned as  ostentatious, unnecessarily .ivasteful of plate space, and liable 
to set a pernicious precedent in the Joznrnal of Paleontology. Technology has 
rapidly nloved the decinlal point over one, two, and now even three places. 
Since we can see more, i t  logically folloms that  we can learn more. Ours is an 
age of promising exploration, and our students should be  introduced to the 
basic tools ancl their operation a t  the outset. 

Termiilology is basic for understanding what has been written on any 
group. Every Bind of inicrofossil has a language all its own (Fig. l o ) ,  the 
natural result of its being separated from other microfossils because of its 
peculiarities of morphology. 

One of the significant characteristics of mankind is  his capaci t )~ to  learn 
something, to reflect upon it, to write down his interpretations and implica- 
tions, and hand i t  down to generations he will never live to  see. I n  this way, 
the human being starts on a foundation of experience that  other living 
creatures d o  not have. Insofar as  inicropaleontology is  concerned, most 
~vorkers  set down as  accurately a s  possible what they see ancl think about 
n~icro-organisms ancl their fossil remains. T o  con~nlunicate new ideas, special 

words are coined as  the occasion denlands (Fig. 11) .  From the thick ~nesses  
of Greek and Latin dlctionaries, one call predict a long and  bountiful future 



FIG. 12.  Mic ropa leon to lo~ i s t~  speak many  languages 

for tern-makers. Bill e\,en if witin: and thinlting proceeded a t  the same 
speed (n-hich is gravely doubtful).  problems n-ould arise. 

hIicropaleontologists are no longer a small nor a close-knit group. They  
speal; many languages! ant1 niany people worl; on the same microfossils 
(F ig .  1 2 ) .  Therefore, a multiplicity of terms continues to be spawned from 
the printing presses. Ter~i?inologj. becomes a subject in itself. The  terms 
of one language must be correlatecl with those of other languages. Carried 
to extremes, a patois s~~rrouncls  a particular genus. Like the robl~ers'  loot in 

Frc.. l i .  On]>. Lnon-ledge of the special t e~ .mino log~-  opens the Ca\.r-rn o i  Li tera ture  
t o  rcveal tlie l~idden genus. 



FIG. 14. The students can learn only FIG. 15, Studcnts must convel.se in the 
some of the terms. languages of several kinds oi  microiossils. 

the .4rabia~z Sights ,  the genus lies hidden in the cavern of literature, available 
only to those who know the special ternlinology (Fig.  13) .  

T h a t  is why such works as  the Treatise on Invertebrate Pa1eoiztolog)l are 
greatly appreciated. They create a time of cornpencling, an assessment, a 
temporary deterrent to the illternatiollal pastime of siring 1 1 e ~ ~  terms. 

T h e  student can only learn some of the terms (Fig. 14) .  N o  handy 
reference is available for clistinguishillg the basic from the exotic. For  most 
liinds of fossils, only the grosser elements need be named. Yet we would 
hardly be playing a fair game to lead the stuclent to a smug satisfaction that  
he ltno~vs all about a ~llicrofossil because he can name fifteen parts.  W e  l11~1st 
make clear that  we are only illtroducing hi111 to the specimen. 

It can be argued, and with good cause, that  an inordinate percentage of 
class time can be tied up in tern~inology, teaching the students to read and 
speak Foraminiferench, Conodontese, Racliolarish, Ostracoclese, and so on 
(Fig.  1 5 ) .  Like techniques, terminology should be the Alpha rather than the 
Omega of the course. Nevertheless, the student has to have some fluency 
in order to understallcl any group. 

This  brings us to the real reason for ternl i~~ology.  A term has value o111y 
as  it  rightly conveys an idea about  the structure ~vhich is present in the 
fossil (Fig.  1 6 ) .  As other specimens are compared, let the student evaluate 
for himself how  ell the term serves i ts  function. Ideally, terminology and 

FIG. 16. Terms ihould liave meanin?! dciinitc and unecjui\~ocal 



FIG. l i .  The  Sinister House o i  Somenc la t i~ re .  (.Adapted \vith permission i rom >fad. 
copyright 1958 by E.  C.  Publications.) 

i ~ ~ n c t i o n a l  n~orpliolog)- can Ile combinecl so that  each technical tern1 assunles 
deeper meanins. Here time can be profitably spent a t  the espense of greater 
taxonomic coverage. 

At Solne time in his education. the student in pa1eontolog~- should be 
esposed to the International C'onin~ission on Zoological Komenclature 
regulations and recommendations. H e  should know hon- to create n e v  
tasa as \\-ell as I\-hy to create  then^. In  the foreseeable future he \\-ill llave 
to wade through more than one quagmire of tasonomic tangles. constructing 
logic where little esisterl I~eiore.  Perhaps these phases of our science can be 
hanciled in other courses: I ~vould like it that  \\-a!-. 

Even if n-e are not I~urdened with the z:izjt and box of taxonom!., we are 
l.erJ. much involvecl I\-ith the ~ ' i z a f .  Do we espouiicl CJn all the fa~nilies of 
iorams: are we ohliyated to go through the suj~erstructure of ostracocl classi- 
fication: shoultl we explore alternative SJ-stenls? \I-hat do we v a n t  from 
the course? 

Unless computers take over microj~aleontolor!.. in xhich case n-e are u n -  
eniplo>.ed antiques. the nest  generation will still be concerned n-ith the iore- 
boding House o i  S o m ~ n c l a t v r e  (Fii.. 1 7  ) .  This IC'ZS labyrinth. of inistel.  



FIG. 18. .4round the world in SO classroom hours, through all of geologic time, 
with a dozen tasa.  

antiquity, has paszageways leading to all publications of systematics. I11 the 
course we cannot explore al! the cubbyholes or plot all the cobwebs: we can 
provide a general floor plan so the s t ~ ~ d e n t  does not get lost immediately. 
IThether he likes i t  or not, the new tnicropaleontologist must s tar t  his con- 
tribution in the frame\vork started in 1758 and exteilded and re~llodeled each 
subsequent year. Each tason-species, genus, family, or higher-has its 
history and its revisions, pleasant or  inp pleasant. Synonyms are restless bones. 
Publications on 11o1nenclature are many, with the author riding the subject 
for all it is w-orth. For  the course, acquaintance with no~nenclatural procetlures 
is required, a t  least enough for orientation. 

After lilany years I conclude that  it is luore i i i~portant  to l i 1 1 0 ~  ho\i- to 
find the description of a tason than it is to memorize the information. I 
speak of students, although the same might apply also to those of us who 
sometimes forget. I11 addition. it  is more itil l~ortant to understand the content 
of a famil>, than it is to be able to locate the descriptioi~. TS7ith these sug- 
gested guiclelines, J-ou may decide for j.ourself what to make an integral 
par t  of your course. .\ctually, the pit!. is that  microfossils used u p  so nluch 
of their evolutioil Oe,/ore our classifications were pul~lished: they deprivecl 
themselves of the opportunity to conform to taxonomic criteria and to group 
theniselves discretely. 



The college course has definite limitations in time. Drastic selectii.it!. is 
necessar!.. For  the student to learn all genera of microfossils in one !.ear is 
impossible. T o  investigate even representat i~~e genera of all ian-iilies and 
subfamilies is impracticable. To  look a t  only a fen- yenera is iniproi.iclent. 
I s  it better to glance a t  all the kinds of microfossils or to become acquainted 
\vith a fen.? 11-e fincl ourselves soniervhere bet\veen the charcoal and the 
rotisserie. .Irountl the world in SO contact hours covering a dozen taxonomic 
groups, through all geologic time? I t  can't  be done (F ig .  18) .  

I I y  own con~promise is to restrict taxonomic coverage to those ivliich 
are  most actively being studied a t  the present time: foraminifers, ostracods, 
and conodonts. If !.our particular taste runs to other kinds of niicrofossils, 
well and good. After all, the same lessons can be learned froni whatever 
materials !.ou ha\:e at hand and know something a b o ~ i t .  

THE 11.4IS COURSE 

.After familiarity -with techniques, ternls, and elementary classification of 
selected groups, what do we do with i t ?  Certainly more than we can explain 
in one course. B u t  bionietrics, growth, relationships of hard parts to soft 
organs, population structure, functional morphology-, correlation of strata, 
ultrastructure. computer taxonom-, and phylogen). stand out as possible 
areas of emphasis (Fig. 1 9 ) .  \Ye must observe, but  we must also l;no\v what to 
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FIG. 10. \That to  do ~r-it11 the basic in- p a l e o n ~ o l o ~ ~ -  course, a i  each institution. 
formation-once you l?a\.e it .  and b>. each teacher. 

do x i t h  our observations. In a ten-year course, nearly all uses of niicro- 
paleontologic data  coulti be studied. Time I~eing a s  it  is, in our little fieltl. 
we have to make the most out of i e ~ v  lectures, discussions, and labs. 

Jn the hurl!--burl>-, let us not forget that micropaleontology is the coni- 
bination of niicropaleozoologj- and micro~~aleohotan>-. For a t  least one kind 
of  micro-organism, let the stuclents see it alive. watch the progress o f  the 
aquarium poptilation. and clissect a ie\v specimens. From the s t t id~ .  of li~riny 
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animals, we can demonstrate the nature of the fossilized remains. For the 
price of a plastic bucket and one-hour traveling time, any teacher can start 
a culture of freshwater ostracods. If you are fortunate enough to be on the 
coast, make the most of your location: those in land-bound places have to try 
harder, but the closed-system marine aquaria now available are attractive and 
intriguing. 

As many of my former students wilI recall, I frequently use the short 
scientific article as a direct application of what has been learned. I t  is the 
happy spur to student participation. The project must be selected with care. 
I t  cannot be so difficult that insufficient progress will be made during the 
available time, but on the other hand it should not be a simple sitting duck. 
Feedback from past courses indicates that this is one of the successful tools 
for teaching micropaleontology. If circumstances are favorable, the oc- 
currence of the fossils can be studied in the field, tying in paleoecology with 
fauna1 analysis. Once research is organized and under way, students on their 
own will log an amazing amount of microscope and camera time. 

DIVERSITY 

There are many exciting aspects of the subject. Exact choices of course 
content will be influenced by the particular interests of the teacher, by the 
geological setting of the university, and by the special facilities and equipment 
available (Fig. 20). M y  own education in micropaleontology continues 
after 20 years. I never expect to finish it. Each course is a little different 
than any given previously; so it probably is with others. TVe try to provide 
our student with fundamental concepts so that he can proceed on his own 
and with incentive so that he will proceed. At the same time we provide an 
occasional vivid glimpse of micropaleontology in action. 

SUMMARY 

The Little.-Because microfossils are so tiny, students must learn special 
techniques for disinterring them from matrix, for observing their configura- 
tion, and for examining their structure. Techniques remain the introductory 
part of the course. 

Many of the little.-Of microfossils there are many kinds, and of each 
kind there are many families and genera. So numerous have taxa become 
that no one masters them all. Furthermore, every kind of micro-organism 
has its own terminology. Selectivity is necessary for the nlicropaleontology 
course, with scarely more than a glance a t  certain groups. 

Much concerning many of the little.-Micro-organisms can be studied from 
many angles: systematics, functional morphology, population dynamics, 
ultrastructure, evolution, biometrics, and stratigraphy, to mention some. Not 
all aspects can be investigated in depth, even though they are significant 
and important. 

.4 little about much. . . .-It is, of course, pleasant to know that the course 
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demands concentration on selected aspects of the subject rather than stretching 
of insufficient information to fill up the year. Yet we much choose where to 
focus in the panorama. A few points can be treated in depth, to acquaint the 
student with how micropaleontology works. 

Mostly a little about much. . . .-n7ith careful planning, time can be re- 
served for a special project. Fundamentals are necessary, certain basic con- 
cepts must be implanted, and techniques and terminology need to be taught. 
-%fterward, however, the student deserves the exciting adventure of original 
investigation-the opportunity to try out what he has learned. 

How well you succeed will depend on your ingenuity. After more than 
half an academic lifetime, I cannot lay out for each of you what will be 
best at  your institution, in your class, with your facilities. In  an age of nen- 
instruments, new approaches, and new knowledge, we must retain flexibility 
if micropaleontology is to have a future. "Play i t  loose," as the students say. 
From yesterday's experience we build today what we trust will be the 
foundation for better micropaleontology tomorrow. 




